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In some problems of biology the solutions of the following functional 
equation are of some importance: g, is a continuous function on [0, l] with 
real values such that 
q(x) = v((1 - 4 x + 4 + (1 - 4 9w - P) 4 c*> 
andO<a:<fi<l. 
In [3], Liubit and Shapiro used a deep result (the Schauder fixed point 
theorem), to prove an existence of a solution of the above equation satisfying 
the conditions 
q&c) = f a,xi, ai 20, 
i=l 
%(O) = 0, %U) = 1. 
(**I 
We give in this paper some remarks concerning the existence of solutions 
of the Eq. (*) with conditions (**). First we prove an existence theorem for 
the case 
&<(Y 
using a contraction principle, and thus our theorem gives a method for 
construction of a solution of Eq. (*). Next we study the existence of solutions 
of the Eq. (*) using the theory of mappings suggested by the method used in 
the theory of nonexpansive mappings. 
1, The functional equation 
F(X) = qJ(a + (1 - 4 4 + (1 - 4 dU - 8) 4, y(O) = 0, v(l) = 1, 
when 01 > 4 can be studied using the contraction mappings. Indeed, we 
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consider the Banach space of all continuous functions on [0, l] such that for 
each f in the space, 
m(f) = sup If(t) - f(S)1 
tZs I t--s j . 
We denote by CL0 the subspace of all functionsf for which f(0) = 0. Clearly 
IifIICLO = 4f> 
is a norm. But CL0 is, with the /j jlcLo norm, a Banach space. 
First we prove the following 
THEOREM 1.1. For a E (4, 1) the mapping 
VT) (4 = x9+ + (1 - 4 4 + (1 - 4 9JKl - B) 4) 
is a contrlaction mapping on CL0 n {f,f E CLO, f( 1) < I}. 
Proof. Let t # s two points in [0, l] and 
A t,s = m (0 - (@) 6) - t i s [T(p, - I)) (t) - T(ql - #) (s)] - t-s 
From this relation we obtain that 
I 48 I < tu - 4 m(p, - $1 + (1 - t> e-P - #)(l - I4 
+I ~~(t-~)bJ)(~+u -444vm/ 
+ I& KS - 4 (p’ - #I ((1 - PI s) - (s - 4 (p’ - 4) @>I 1 
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and thus 
I~t,,I~(l--LY)m(g,--)+(l--ol)(l--s)m(p,--)+(l--B)sm(9,-~) 
-G (1 - 4 m(p - vq + (1 - 4 49, - $1 = w - 4 m(p, - (6). 
This gives that 
sup %J - +) (4 - VP - ICI) (4 < 31 _ a) m(p) _ 4) 
t#s t-s 
and the theorem is proved. 
From this we obtain 
THEOREM 1.2. Equation (*) with conditions (* *) has Q solution which can be 
obtained by an iterative method. 
Remark 1.3. If the fixed point for T, rj$, does not have the property that 
+s( 1) = 1, the function vi(x) = +,,(x)/$( 1) gives the solution of Eq. (*) with 
conditions ( * *). 
2. We prove in this section an existence theorem for a solution of 
Eq. (*) with conditions (**) using a special class of functions. We mention 
that the consideration of this class was suggested by the proof of LiubiE and 
Shapiro. 
Consider for this the set M of functions on [0, l] such that 
f(x) = F U$i 
with the properties 
First we prove that M is a closed set as a subset in C [0, 11. Indeed, let 
{f,J C M, and (fn’(l)} is uniformly bounded. This clearly shows that 
f,, + f E M. Now we consider the application 
Tp, = xv(a + (1 - 4 4 + (1 - x) ~((1 - P) 4 
which has the property TM C M. For this, see the proof of LiubiE and 
Shapiro [3]. We now consider the sequence {T,} of mappings defined as 
T,rp = (1 - l/n) T9, 
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and it is clear that 
sup j T?z(P, - #) (t)l G (1 - (l/n)) sup l(9) - #)I (9. 
t t 
This clearly shows that T,IM are contractions, and by the well-known 
theorem of Picard Banach, we find q’o,n E M such that 
%A~> =(1 - (l/4) [ %l.n(~ + (1 - 4 4 + (1 - 4 %.*((l - B) 4 
From property (2) of M it follows that {vO,,} is a compact sequence and thus 
we find a convergent subsequence. The limit is clearly a solution of (*), 
which is zero at the point zero. Now Remark 1.3 applies also in this case and 
the existence of the solution is proved. 
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